Recent observations of Sgr A
Introduction
Sagittarius A * (Sgr A * ) is located at the center of our Galaxy and harbors a massive black hole (see Melia 2007; Genzel et al. 2010, for review) . Recent observations have shown that the distance to Sgr A * is ∼ 8 kpc (Eisenhauer et al. 2003 ) and the black hole mass is ∼ 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ (e.g., Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009a,b) . The bolometric luminosity of Sgr A * , L bol ∼ 10 36 erg s −1 , is dominated by radio and the peak in the νF ν representation occurs at ∼ 10 12 Hz (Zylka et al. 1995; Falcke et al. 1998 ). In the quiescent state, X-ray (2 -10keV) luminosity is very dim, i.e., L X ∼ 2.4×10 33 erg s −1 (Dodds-Eden et al. 2009 . However, frequent flares are observed in the X-ray band as well as the near infrared (NIR) band (Dodds-Eden et al. 2009 . In the high energy regime, TeV γ-rays have been observed by CANGAROO (Tsuchiya et al. 2004) , VERITAS (Kosack et al. 2004 ), HESS (Rolland & Hinton 2005; Aharonian et al. 2004 Aharonian et al. , 2006 Aharonian et al. , 2008 Aharonian et al. , 2009 , and also by MAGIC (Albert et al. 2006) . The HESS source is named HESS H1745-290. Recent observations show that TeV emission exhibits no time variation (Rolland & Hinton 2005; Albert et al. 2006; Aharonian et al. 2008 ). More recent observations by Fermi Large Area Telescope find that GeV γ-rays are emitted in the region coinciding with Sgr A * (Abdo et al. 2009; Cohen-Tanugi et al. 2009 ). The source is named 1FGL J1745.6-2900. The observed GeV γ-rays > 300 MeV are from the region around Sgr A * . The averaged flux of GeV γ-rays is (324.9 ± 7.05) × 10 −9 counts cm −2 s −1 and there is no statistically significant variability. The spectrum is well fitted by a broken power law with the break energy E br = 2.0 +0.8 −1.0 GeV and the power law indices Γ 1 = 2.20 ± 0.04 (E < E br ) and Γ 2 = 2.68 ± 0.05 (E > E br ) (Chernyakova et al. 2011 ).
While the emission in radio through infrared and possibly X-ray bands is explained by emission from radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF) (Yuan et al. 2003) or jets (Falcke & Markoff 2000) near the central black hole, the emission mechanisms of highenergy radiation are still debated. Before the launch of Fermi, Atoyan & Dermer (2004) proposed a MHD wind shock model for the TeV emission from Sgr A * . The TeV emission observed by HESS was modeled also by Ballantyne et al. (2007) (hadronic model) and Hinton & Aharonian (2007) (leptonic model). In the model by Atoyan & Dermer (2004) , electrons with γ 10 8 scatter photons with ν ∼ 10 12 Hz from RIAF and far-infrared dust radiation. This produces TeV γ-rays in the Thomson scattering regime. Hinton & Aharonian (2007) show that TeV emission is explained by inverse Compton (IC) scattering off infrared (IR) and optical photons in pulsar wind nebula G359.95-0.04. The flux of GeV γ-rays of these models is smaller than the flux observed by Fermi recently. The contribution of high energy sources in the Galactic center region is reviewed by Crocker et al. (2011) . Recently, Chernyakova et al. (2011) proposed a hadronic model to explain the spectrum both in the TeV and GeV bands, assuming that the sources of HESS and Fermi are coincident. Rela-tivistic protons injected by Sgr A * interact with ambient matter and produces γ-rays. For example, a constant injection of high-energy protons for 10 4 years reproduces the observed very high energy γ-ray spectrum. The different spectral shapes in the GeV and TeV bands are owing to the different effective speeds of the protons through the ambient matter.
Although the attenuation of TeV photons by e + e − pair production may change the spectral shape of the TeV γ-rays, this is not the case for Sgr A * . As shown by several authors (Porter & Strong 2005; Moskalenko et al. 2006; Zhan et al. 2006) , the attenuation of TeV photons by e + e − production on the Galactic interstellar radiation field is weak for photon energy less than 10 TeV (see also Aharonian & Neronov 2005) .
Because HESS and Fermi do not have enough spatial resolution, the coincidence of both sources, HESS H1745 -290 and 1FGL J1745.6 -2900, is not conclusive. In this paper we present another model of the steady γ-ray emission, focusing on the GeV emission. We recently proposed a synchrotron blob model to explain the NIR/X-ray flares from Sgr A * (Kusunose & Takahara 2011) . In this model the temporal injection of electrons is assumed to produce flares by synchrotron radiation. The frequency of flare events is high, e.g., the peaks of the light curves occur once a day and four times a day in X-ray and NIR bands, respectively (Baganoff 2003; Eckart et al. 2006; Dodds-Eden et al. 2011; Trap et al. 2011) . Nonthermal electrons escape from the flare emission region on timescale ∼ several R/c, where R ∼ 10 13 cm is the size of the flare emission region and c is the speed of light. Away from the flare region escaping electrons are accumulated owing to the ambient magnetic fields and emit radiation through interaction with the magnetic fields and ambient radiation fields emitted by stars and dust. There, away from the central accretion flow, the strength of magnetic field is smaller than that in the accretion flow, and IC scattering becomes a dominant radiative process. The Lorentz factor of nonthermal electrons of the flare model is about 10 4 and the ambient radiation field has a peak at ν ∼ 10 15 Hz (Mezger et al. 1996 ) in a region < 1.2 pc. Then it is expected that photons with ν ∼ 10 23 Hz are produced by IC scattering and this is in the GeV band observed by Fermi. In this paper we show numerically that the emission by IC scattering naturally explains the GeV emission from Sgr A * .
We describe our model in Section 2 and show numerical results in Section 3. Finally, we discuss our results in Section 4.
Emission Model
We assume that high energy electrons are supplied by the flare events that occur near the central black hole. Although there are various high energy sources such as supernova remnants in the Galactic center region, we assume that the injection of high-energy particles from the central region is dominant. A spherical geometry with radius r γ is assumed for the high-energy (HE) γ-ray emission region. We solve the kinetic equations of electrons and photons simultaneously to obtain the spectra of electrons and photons self-consistently. In the following we describe our model in detail.
In a steady state, nonthermal electrons are injected at rate q inj (γ) per unit volume and unit interval of γ, where γ is the electron Lorentz factor, and they escape from the HE emission region on timescale t esc . The kinetic equation of the electrons in a steady state is given by
where n e (γ) is the electron number density per unit interval of γ and m e c 2γ rad (< 0) is the radiative cooling rate of an electron with m e being the electron mass. The emission mechanisms are synchrotron radiation and IC scattering. Here the soft photon sources are the synchrotron radiation by the nonthermal electrons in the HE emission region (synchrotron self-Compton, or SSC) and the photons emitted by stars and dust (external Compton scattering). The average magnetic field of the HE emission region is denoted by B. Since the magnetic field is weaker in the HE emission region than in the flare region with ∼ 20 G, IC scattering is the dominant radiation process. As shown in Section 3 below, the magnetic field 10 −4 G and the soft photon energy density ∼ 5 × 10 4 eV cm −3 are found to be typical values in the GeV emission region. For these values of the magnetic field and soft photon energy density, the radiative cooling time of electrons is longer than ∼ 4 × 10 9 s for electrons with the Lorentz factor 10 5 . Thus the cooling time is longer than the escape time and the use of the steady-state homogeneous model is justified. Here the escape time is set to be 20r γ /c in the numerical calculations.
In our flare model, we assumed the injection spectrum of electrons such as
where H(z) is the Heaviside function. Here K f e , p, γ f max , and γ f min are parameters. Because the flare interval is a few hours and much shorter than the dynamical timescale of the emission region r γ /c ∼ 3 × 10 7 s, we assume the continuous injection of electrons in our model. By fitting the observations, we obtained p = 1.3 and γ f max = 5 × 10 4 (model A in Kusunose & Takahara (2011) ). The value of γ f min was 2. We found that the electrons in the flare region rapidly cool and obey a broken power law approximately. Because we assume that the electrons responsible for the steady HE γ-rays are supplied by the flares, we use a broken power-law spectrum of electrons as the injection spectrum of electrons into the HE emission region. Namely,
where K e , γ min , γ br , γ max , and p u are parameters. Note the difference of γ f max and γ max in equations (2) and (3), respectively. The value of K e is determined by the injection rate per unit volume, q inj, 0 , i.e.,
We set γ min = 2 and p = 1.3 as in a flare model (model A in Kusunose & Takahara (2011) ).
In the flare region we obtained p u ∼ 2.54, γ br ∼ 500, and γ max ∼ 2 × 10 5 . To fit the Fermi data, we use p u and γ max as parameters, while γ br is set to be 500. The value of γ br is not important to fit the spectrum in the GeV band.
In the Galactic center region soft photons are emitted by stars, dust, and plasmas. The radiation field in the central 30 ′′ (∼ 1.2 pc) region is given in Figure 37 in Mezger et al. (1996) . In their figure, the emission in ν < 2 × 10 11 Hz is dominated by free-free emission, dust emission dominates in 2 × 10 11 Hz ν 3 × 10 13 Hz, stellar radiation in 3 × 10 13 Hz ν 2 × 10 16 Hz, and hot plasmas emit X-rays in ν > 2 × 10 16 Hz. From their figure the soft photon energy density u soft is calculated as 9 × 10 −7 erg cm −3 or 6 × 10 5 eV cm −3 . On the other hand, Hinton & Aharonian (2007) assumed the photon energy density 5000 eV cm −3 both in optical-UV (3 eV) and NIR (0.3 eV) as a radiation field model of the Galactic center (Table 1 in their paper). They refer to the work by Davidson et al. (1992) for the soft photon energy density. Because there is uncertainty in the optical-UV energy density, we assume that the photon spectrum in the optical-UV band is approximated by a thermal radiation with temperature T opt-uv and energy density u opt-uv . On the other hand, the IR spectrum is adopted from Mezger et al. (1996) . In Figure 1 , we show an example of the soft photon spectrum used in our models. Although X-ray emission is shown in Mezger et al. (1996) , we do not include X-rays as soft photons, because the Klein-Nishina effect suppresses the IC scattering of X-rays.
Numerical Results
Numerical calculations are performed with parameters such as p u , γ max , q inj, 0 , B, T opt-uv , and u opt-uv . Other parameters are fixed: r γ = 10 18 cm, t esc = 20r γ /c, γ min = 2, γ br = 500, and p = 1.3. Because the HE γ-ray emission is steady during Fermi observations, the size of the emission region is greater than ∼ 1 lt-yr and we set r γ = 10 18 cm. The emission spectra by electrons are not much dependent on the value of t esc , but the value of q inj, 0 is inversely proportional to t esc .
In Figure 2 , spectral energy distributions (SEDs) are compared with the observed data. Model parameters are given in Table 1 . In this figure, fixed parameters are γ max = 1.7 × 10 5 , B = 10 −4 G, and T opt-uv = 1 eV. When B = 10 −4 G, the gyro-radius is 1.7 × 10 12 cm for γ = 10 5 , which is short enough to confine nonthermal electrons in the HE emission region by magnetic fields. The values of p u and γ max are different from our flare model for 2007 April 4, and this may be possible because the values of p u and γ max may be different from flare to flare. In the spectrum, the emission below ∼ 10 14 Hz is by synchrotron radiation. Because the magnetic field is weak (10 −4 G), the flux by SSC component is negligible. There are two breaks in the SEDs. Namely, breaks at ν 1 ∼ 10 19 Hz and ν 2 ∼ 3 × 10 23 Hz. The break at ν 1 corresponds to the IC scattering of IR photons by electrons with γ ∼ γ br . On the other hand, the break at ν 2 is caused by IC scattering of optical-UV photons by electrons with γ ∼ γ br . We assumed various values of p u in Figure 2 . The spectral shape at ν ν 2 does not depend on the value of p u , because the values of u opt-uv and q inj, 0 are adjusted to fit the flux of GeV γ-rays. It is to be noted that the photons with ν ν 2 are produced by IC scattering of optical-UV photons by electrons with γ ∼ γ max and that the scattering occurs in the Klein-Nishina regime.
It is noted that the radio emission of our models exceed that of Sgr A * for ν < 10 10 Hz, but the model emission should be compared with that of 1 pc region from Sgr A * . This is shown in Figure 4 by a dotted line. Some parameter values yield excess emission at 10 9 Hz. This excess is, however, avoided if the magnetic field is weaker and the difference in the magnetic field does not affect the GeV emission spectrum. In Figure 2 we fixed B = 10 −4 G to compare the GeV spectra of various models.
When the GeV spectrum is fitted with different values of p u , the soft photon energy density in the optical-UV band should be adjusted with p u . Model A6 is presented to show the effect of the soft photons in the optical-UV band. The parameters of A6 is different from those of model A3 only in u opt-uv . The HE emission of A6 is produced mainly by IC scattering of IR photons. It is found that the soft photons in the optical-UV band are important to account for emission at ν 10 23 Hz. The effect of IC scattering of optical-UV photons in the GeV band becomes apparent for u opt-uv 10 4 eV cm −3 .
The electron kinetic energy density, u kin , is different from model to model. In model A3, the value of u kin is ∼ 4.7 × 10 −7 erg cm −3 . The electron kinetic energy contained in the emission region is ∼ 2.0 × 10 48 erg and the energy injection rate of electrons is 1.3 × 10 39 erg s −1 . (Note that this value is inversely proportional to t esc .) This injected energy is mostly possessed by electrons with γ < γ br , and the electrons emitting the GeV γ-rays have only a fraction of the injected energy: the electrons with γ > γ br contribute to the energy density only ∼ 1 %, when p u = 2.7. That is, the energy injection rate 10 37 erg s −1 is used to emit GeV γ-rays. This number is just consistent with our flare model, if the radiation efficiency during flares is low and most of the kinetic energy of electrons is transported to the HE emission region. In our flare model, the emission efficiency is found to be ∼ 10 % by numerical calculations. The observed flare luminosity of ∼ 10 36 erg s −1 means that ∼ 10 37 erg s −1 is injected into the flare emission region, and that the most of the energy is directed to the environment without emission. If the duty cycle of the flares is 10 % as observed, 10 % of 10 37 erg s −1 , i.e., 10 36 erg s −1 , is directed to the steady GeV emission. Considering various uncertainties regarding the flare models and GeV emission region, the energetics of the current model is acceptable. It is suggestive that the luminosities of the flare emission and the steady GeV emission are both ∼ 10 36 erg s −1 .
In Figure 3 , SEDs are shown for p u = 2.7 and various values of soft photon parameters. The parameter values are given in Table 2 . The optical-UV emission with T opt-uv = 3 eV is assumed for models B1 and B2. When the value of T opt-uv is larger, larger values of u opt-uv (B1) or q inj, 0 (B2) are required. We found numerically that u opt-uv should be 10 5 eV cm
for T opt-uv 3 eV to fit the observed GeV spectrum. Larger values of q inj, 0 results in a poor fit as shown by model B2 in Figure 3 .
In Figure 4 , SEDs for p u = 2.6 are compared with the emission expected from the central 30 ′′ given in Mezger et al. (1996) . Our models are calculated with B = 10 −4 G (solid line) and 3 × 10 −4 G (dash-dotted line). The soft photon energy density is larger than the magnetic energy density and the effect of the difference in the magnetic field appears only in the synchrotron radiation. Synchrotron emission exceeds the radio flux observed in the central 30 ′′ when B > 10 −4 G. Our model thus sets constraint on the average strength of the magnetic field in the central 1 pc region.
In Figure 5 , we show a model with γ max = 6 × 10 7 to see the possibility of TeV emission by our model. Here we assumed a smaller value of the electron injection rate than for the GeV emission models, i.e., q inj, 0 = 3 × 10 −13 s −1 and this corresponds to the energy injection rate of 9.8 × 10 37 erg s −1 . This is much smaller than for model A3 (dashed line), whose energy injection rate is 1.3 × 10 39 erg s −1 . Since the maximum Lorentz factor of electrons is much larger than our flare model, efficient acceleration of electrons must occur during the propagation from the flare region to the HE emission region. Alternatively, electrons from other sources such as pulsar wind nebulae are responsible for the TeV emission. This kind of model was presented by Atoyan & Dermer (2004) and Hinton & Aharonian (2007) .
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that the GeV γ-ray spectrum from Sgr A * obtained by Fermi is well fitted by IC scattering in a region with a radius of 10 18 cm, when soft photons are supplied by stars and dust. We assumed that the nonthermal electrons are supplied by flare events near the central black hole, which are often observed in the NIR and X-ray bands. To fit the Fermi data, we assumed electrons with p u 2.6 and γ max 10 5 . The success of our HE emission model, in turn, supports our NIR/X-ray flare model.
We found that the magnetic field in the region within ∼ 1 pc from the central black hole is 10 −4 G because synchrotron emission exceeds the observed radio flux in the central 1 pc region. The value of ∼ 10 −4 G is also consistent with another constraint given by Crocker et al. (2011) .
Because the distance that nonthermal electrons travel from the flare region to the HE emission region is ∼ 10 18 cm, the emission by those electrons during transport is to be considered. When electrons are close to a flare region, they emit radiation mostly by synchrotron emission. Because the soft photon energy density in the HE emission region is ∼ 5 × 10 4 eV cm −3 , synchrotron radiation dominates over IC scattering in regions with B 10 −3 G. Since the magnetic field of the flare emission region is ∼ 20 G and that in the HE emission region is ∼ 10 −4 G, synchrotron emission dominates over IC scattering in a region within ∼ 10 17 cm from the central black hole, if the electron density is constant and the magnetic field decreases as B ∝ r −1 , where r is the distance from the central black hole. Then the volume of the synchrotron dominant region is smaller than that of the HE emission region by a factor of 10 −3 . When the electron density decreases more rapidly than r −2 , the contribution of the central region to the synchrotron emission is significant. That is, a large flux of observed GeV emission suggests that nonthermal electrons do not follow a wind-like flow. On the other hand, if B ∝ r −1 is assumed as above, the decrease of the electron kinetic energy by synchrotron cooling is small. For example, if the Lorentz factor of escaping electrons from a flare region at r ∼ 10 13 cm is γ = 10 5 , it decreases to ∼ 2 × 10 4 at r ∼ 10 17 cm and is almost constant for r 10 17 cm. Here we assumed that electrons propagate at speed of light. If the magnetic field decreases more rapidly than r −1 , this decrease in γ becomes slower. Therefore, the effect of radiative cooling during electron transport from flare regions to the HE emission region is not important.
We assumed that the size of the HE emission region, r γ , is 10 18 cm in this work. Observationally there is no strong constraint on the value of r γ , except that the HE emission is consistent with no time variation during Fermi observation. One possible constraint is that r γ ct IC to fill the region of r γ with electrons with γ up to γ max , where t IC is the IC cooling time. This sets the upper limit of r γ 10 20 (γ/10 5 ) −1 cm for u soft ∼ 5 × 10 4 erg s −1 . On the other hand, the GeV emission by IC scattering in a more compact region near the central black hole is unlikely as follows. In a region near the black hole, the soft photon source is most likely the RIAF and the magnetic filed is approximately ∼ 1 G. When the GeV emission is by IC scattering off soft photons, there is a constraint such that u B < u soft , where u B is the energy density of the magnetic field. This results in
where ǫ is the scattered energy fraction of RIAF luminosity. When B = 1 G, ǫ < 1, and L bol = 10 36 erg s −1 , we obtain r γ < 10 13 cm, which size is comparable with a flare emission region of our leptonic flare model. Then the HE emission region may exhibit time variation with timescale of r γ /c ∼ 300 s, contrary to the observed steady GeV emission.
Because TeV γ-rays are absorbed by e + e − pair production in collisions with soft photons, the soft photon density should be small enough to avoid the absorption to account for the TeV emission observed by HESS. The optical depth of the absorption is given by τ γγ ∼ 0.3σ T r γ n s near the threshold, where σ T is the Thomson cross section and n s is the soft photon density. Since r γ = 10 18 cm, n s < 5 × 10 6 cm −3 is required for τ γγ < 1. As shown in Figure 1 , the soft photon spectrum has two peaks at IR and optical-UV bands. The photon density at the IR peak of ν ∼ 2 × 10 13 Hz is ∼ 2 × 10 5 cm −3 and this gives τ γγ ∼ 4 × 10 −2 . At ν ∼ 10
15
Hz, on the other hand, n s ∼ 9 × 10 3 cm −3 for T opt-uv = 1 eV and u opt-uv = 5 × 10 4 erg cm −3 . The optical depth is then τ γγ ∼ 2 × 10 −3 . As mentioned in Section 3, T opt-uv 3 eV needs u opt-uv 10 5 to fit the GeV emission. Thus when the value of T opt-uv is larger, the central region becomes opaque for TeV γ-rays, contrary to the observations of TeV γ-rays. This work has been partially supported by KAKENHI (F.T.: 20540231) from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan. Mezger et al. (1996) . Our model (solid curve) uses their IR emission spectrum but the optical-UV spectrum is calculated as a blackbody with parameters T opt-uv and u opt-uv . The solid curve is calculated for T opt-uv = 1 eV and u opt-opt = 5 × 10 4 eV cm −3 . G (dash-dotted) are compared with the emission (dotted) in the central region 1.2 pc (Mezger et al. 1996) . Here, p u = 2.6, γ max = 1.7 × 10 5 , T opt-uv = 1 eV, and u opt-uv = 4 × 10 Note. -All models assume p = 1.3, γ min = 2, γ max = 1.7 × 10 5 , r γ = 10 18 cm, B = 10 −4 G, and T opt-uv = 1 eV.
